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e+e- forum charge (March 2022)
The intent of this Forum is to promote dialogue and discuss differences and
complementarities between the various e+e- collider concepts, either linear or
circular, from the accelerator, detector and physics perspectives, in harmony with
the rest of the wider international community. The discussions will be informed by
the Agora on future collider events, contributed white paper, and works carried
on within the topical groups. The outcome of these discussions will be summarized
in a report that will serve as input to the Snowmass frontier reports. The Forum
however will not replace or duplicate the work that is carried out in the various
topical groups that oversee all physics studies and are ultimately responsible for
the final reports. The Forum’s activities will be carried out in close collaboration
with the topical group convenors of the relevant frontiers.
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E+e- collider forum members
Input from three perspectives: AF: accelerator, IF: detector, EF: physics
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e+e- colliders forum report structure
● In this report, we present a survey of the major e+e- collider efforts that are
currently under development by the Snowmass community.
● The survey is divided into 3 energy sectors <1 TeV, 1-3 TeV, and ~10 TeV and we
summarize the e+e- collider efforts by their center-of-mass energy & luminosity,
physics capabilities and a decadal timescale.
● Note, we do not compare these efforts’ cost, schedule, technical risks (readiness),
or operating cost that is the purview of the Implementation Task Force, but we
used the evaluation from the ITK report
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e+e- colliders submitted to Snowmass
Higgs & EW Colliders

√s range

FCC-ee

90 - 360 GeV

CEPC

Multi-TeV Colliders

√s range

ILC

1 - 3 TeV

CLIC

1- 3 TeV

ReLiC

1- 3 TeV

WFA -laser driven

1-15 TeV

WFA - particle driven

1-15 TeV

WFA - structure - LC

1-15 TeV

90 -360 GeV

CERC (Circular ERL Collider)

90 -600 GeV

ILC

90 GeV - 1 TeV

CLIC

380GeV - 1 TeV

ERLC (Energy Recovery LC)

250 - 500 GeV

CCC (Cold Copper Coll)

250 GeV - 1 TeV

FNAL site Colliders

√s range

ReLiC (Linear ERL Coll)

250 GeV - 1 TeV

HELEN

90 GeV - 1 TeV

e+e- circular Higgs Factory

90- 250 GeV
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Luminosity

Table 1,2 from ITK report
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e+e- running scenarios

From FCC-ee, CEPC, ILC, CLIC submissions

● FCC-ee, CEPC, ILC, CLIC running scenarios:
○
○
○
○

Circular colliders can deliver higher luminosity at lower center of mass energy
Linear colliders provide polarization that can compensate in some cases lower
luminosities ( control of systematics)
Proposed energy upgrade path for circular colliders à hadron colliders
LC upgrades may profit from advanced accelerator technologies for multi-TeV
range
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Physics < 1 TeV
From 90-365 GeV : Z, ZH, WW, tt, (H)
Higgs mass, width, cross sections, Higgs couplings to SM particles at sub-percent level,
Top quark measurements: couplings, mass, xsection, searches for FCNC in the top sector
Flavor physics (CKM, CP violating decays…)
Electroweak precision observables measurements improving current precision by 1-3 orders of
magnitude
QCD physics
Searches for new particles, including dark matter both directly and via virtual corrections or mixing
From 500 GeV to 1TeV
Access to the triple Higgs couplings at tree level (ZHH, HHnunu)
Access at tree level to Top Yukawa couplings (ttH)
Searches for physics beyond SM, dark matter, new scalars, heavy neutrinos…

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Table V from Higgs TG report

Higgs couplings
11y

>20y

>30y

~8y*(
15y)

Years from running scenarios table
10y*
(13y)

15y*(
18y)

8y

>45y

Both, circular and linear colliders can address a broad variety of Higgs physics with high
precision at 250 GeV, different timescales to accumulate required luminosity
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500 GeV < √s <1 TeV
Direct access to the triple Higgs coupling
requires c.o.m energies around or above 500
GeV
e+e-àZHH, e+e-à𝛎𝛎HH
22% precision gHHH ILC500 (4/ab)
10% gHHH adding 8ab-1 @ 1 TeV

ttH production mode gives access to the top
quark Yukawa coupling
ILC: with 4/ab at 550 GeV, a precision of 2.8%
is expected on the top Yukawa coupling,
Could improve to 1% with 8/ab at 1 TeV

From Higg TG
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Physics 1-3 TeV, and 10 TeV
• 1-3 TeV, vector-boson fusion production, improved precision
• 10 TeV, extending high-mass region searches ~TeV scale for many BSM
searches (most studies O(10) TeV from muon collider collaboration)

Figure from BSM report

Figure from MC
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Detectors

12

Detector requirements well understood and very similar for linear and circular colliders at
around 250 GeV (TeraZ detectors impose additional constraints )

Detector requirements
à Material budget tracker <2%X0

à Material budget <0.2%X0 per layer

* Particle identification for flavor physics program (>3sigma)
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Detectors –challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large volume solenoid enclosing calorimeters (for some designs) and trackers

•
•

TeraZ detectors 2T, complex Machine detector interface, high repetition rate
ILC, CLIC detector 3.5-5T magnets

High-granularity calorimeter systems optimized for particle flow reconstruction (or
dual readout calorimetry)
Low mass tracker for excellent momentum resolution at high energies
Vertex detectors with lowest possible mass, very small radius
Forward calorimeters for low angle electron measurement and luminosity
Triggerless readout
Particle ID in a wide momentum range, high resolution timing detectors
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Detectors for 1-3 TeV, 10 TeV
• While detectors for √s < 1 TeV have been thought through to the level of

conceptual design and successfully adapted to the 3 TeV region there has
been much less optimization for detectors at √s < 10 TeV

• Calorimetry will need to be deeper to contain the showers
• Longer trackers and/or higher point resolution to measure the highest pt
tracks

• Larger magnetic fields
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Detectors - R&D Program
In order to address the challenges of e+e- detectors and design and develop the
detector concept further a strong R&D program is needed.
This program should support R&D work that goes beyond generic R&D to
support the specific challenges posed by the detector required for e+e- colliders.
Such a program needs to start now for the technology to build a full scale e+ecollider detector to be ready when the HL-LHC program is completed.
It can be seen from the HL-LHC detectors that the time between R&D and
completion of the actual detectors can easily span over two decades
Aligned with 2020 DOE Basic Research Need (BRN) Report
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Higgs and multi-TeV
colliders (e+e-)
(accelerator view)
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Accelerator challenges

Status:
• ITF classification based on the
technical risk registry of
components and systems (I
less risky, V most risky)
• Includes technological risks,
technical validation of
components, cost reduction
scope, performance
achievability

II
II
III

I
III
II
IV
IV
IV
IV
II
IV
IV
IV
V
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e+e- proposed accelerators timeline
Based on the ITF evaluation
Technically driven
schedule to start of
physics

No budget constraint
no geopolitical
considerations
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Circular and Linear e+e colliders
complementarities
•

Circular colliders:

•

Linear colliders

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can provide very high luminosities from the Z pole to tt threshold
Luminosity decreases significantly for energies above tt threshold
Possibility of 2 (or 4) experiments
Energy upgrade paths: hadron collider, novel technologies using Energy Recovery Linacs
that require significant R&D to prove concept
ILC/C3 have lower luminosity and require longer running time to achieve the same level of
precision at lower center of mass energies
Provide polarization which compensates the lower luminosity (although not at Z pole)
Two experiments using ”push-pull” scheme (except ReLiC proposal)
Require less power and are more compact
Can reach higher energies (above ZHH and ttH threshold)
Some promising energy upgrade paths (plasma, Energy Recovery Linacs) require
significant R&D to prove concept
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Timing considerations
The primary consideration for the timely delivery of Higgs and EW physics results is the
start time of the physics program
Near term: 2025-2030 mature technologies exist to start construction of the next Higgs
& EW collider (no budget considerations, no geopolitical considerations)
Mid term options: FCC-ee, CEPC, CLIC and C3 could be technically mature for first
physics in the next 13-18 years (no budget considerations, no geopolitical
considerations)
Long term options (>25 y) : ERL based accelerators, plasma-wake-field accelerators
require extensive R&D promise O(10TeV) and O(ab-1)
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Near term
A compelling case has been made for a Higgs collider as the next step in the energy
frontier
Technologically mature options exist for the first step (up to around 250 GeV)
The US should participate in the construction of any facility that has commitment to go
forward, and in the interim pursue research and development of multiple options this
decade, to ensure that the global community will be able to begin constructing at
least one such machine in the following decade.
Possible paths for upgrades have been identified for > 500 GeV that will require
substantial R&D to have mature technologies, reduce the cost and power
consumption
Potential pursuit of a US-based facility should also be investigated with the global
community
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Long term
The advanced collider options are especially attractive if capable of reaching
O(10) TeV scale and providing O(10) 1/ab within a manageable footprint.
The acceleration gradients and plasma lens based beam delivery systems need
further investigation, as well as the technologies for high energy recovery linac
based accelerators.
Continued US involvement in the development of advanced accelerator
technologies is in the interest of the global community.
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